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The ongoing story that is Bethany Anne and her team!
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Amazing author, not only in his story telling but in his enjoyment of his fans. His comments to his

fans are almost as entertaining as his series. His series reminds me of when I was young (truly

many years ago, when they still had arm signals instead of blinkers - haha) and would go to the

Saturday morning weekly movie and they had an on-going series before the main feature; which is

what us children really wanted to see. His series is easily on the same level as early John Ringo's

Empire of Man and Troy Rising. That is to say good, good, good!!>Thank you from the bottom of my

heart for killing the terrorists who committed the French Atrocities. Bless the Queen Bitch!!If you are

ready for a kick-ass UPBEAT winning group of heroes, look no further. Good clean winning is really

appreciated in this time of global negativity. Lastly, I have read all of Michael Anderle 's books, but

have had to buy them all, nor am I a member of his Beta team. Just a prolific reader who found an

enjoyable series and invites you to come along. Thank goodness we don't have to wait a year for



the next oneðŸŽ‰ðŸŽ‰ðŸŽ‰ðŸ˜ˆ

I hate to say it... but this book was just okay. The editing was much improved from the earlier books,

so the author's new editing/beta reading team is working. Yet...I feel like the author wrote the

majority of this book as an angry response to the terror attacks in late 2015. I can relate to the

anger. But I feel like the bulk of the novel could/should have been a spin-off novella, "Bitch's

Revenge" featuring Bethany Anne's Bitches/Own & Guardians kicking some terrorist ass. It would

have been 5-star great in that format.I feel book 7 started on point: setting up the base in Colorado,

prepping for a space station... Then the story goes on the appositive-like revenge sub-plot. And at

the end, the author briefly touches on what should have been the focus: David's machinations to

take over the American Pack Council and the outcome. Unfortunately, that only got a couple

sections of the entire book, which was disappointing.I still think a professional editor - who does

much, much more than find typos - is still needed to guide the author in making the above type of

decisions. I also think all the books could use an editing pass to adhere to the saying "Show. Don't

tell," by adding sensory details: sights, sounds, smells, touches, and tastes. Describing them

immerses the reader in the story, and Michael Anderle's current writing style doesn't include much

of them. Like all things, there is a balance to it; You don't need to go all Ann Rice on sensory details,

but it's a tool that my 5-star-rated authors use. It's also in the sensory details that little touches of

romance (figurative and literal) can be enhanced in the story - without, necessarily, making it a

"secret erotic romance novel." ;D

Ok I don't want you to get to big of an ego but I loved this bookI read a book a day, OK I am a junky

for good stories.I work 14 hours a day 4 days a week so I need some fun in my off time, this series

is it.This book was edited vary well, I will read it again to see if I can spot any errors.You need to

keep writing, no more breaks, you can eat and type right?WWStickney

The Kurtherian Gambit books are a greatly enjoyable collection, ideally read in order, but each book

is a self contained portion of the ongoing tale. You start with a dedicated, alien tech modified human

woman, and give her a simple mission: protect the Earth. Sounds easy, right? Throw in competing

factions that resist and disrupt her efforts to unify the Unknown World, add normal humans with their

power seeking schemes, and it gets to be quite a ride! Its easy to read, and a captivating plot line

that will draw you in, craving more, and the prolific author aims to please, turning subsequent

episodes out in consistent monthly installments.



I'm a huge SciFi fan and I wanna say that I'm enjoying this series thoroughly. The concept is

awesome! Mixing urban fantasy with techno/space/military (and probably more) genre is unique.The

only reason this girl didn't give it a 5 star rating is because of some typos and misspellings

(pricolici/procilici etc.). I am currently reading book 8 and have yet to purchase the rest if the series,

but i assure you these things will not stop me.Keep up the good work Michael Anderle!

I am so happy that everyone on Bethany Anne's team wanted to kill the terrorists! You won't believe

how many dies and how they die!!!! I won't spoil it, but my favorite is the death of Dawid! Can I say

"OMG Bethany Anne rocks it!!!!"This book starts out with a great convo between Bethany Anne,

TOM, and Adam about AI's and what makes them sentient. It is really a great discussion that

reminds me of Isaac Asimov and I think anyone who is interested in sci-fi will enjoy this convo!!!As a

note, the editing kicked butt on this book!!! If you have read the others and complained about the

editing, check this book out! I think you might be surprised!Great job Michael Anderle!!!!!!!!! I loved

all of the action in this book!!!!!!!!
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